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OH GOD, IS IT REALLY THAT SIMPLE. 
   Ironically the sermon title came before I was even aware I would 
be preaching. The new Chaplain of the United States Senate, in 
his opening prayer before the start of the hearing, asked God to 
give those present guidance and discernment in the task ahead. 
I’ve forgotten his exact words ... but then he said one line which I 
couldn’t get out of my head. “Oh God, is it really that simple”. 
   It made me recall all those times when I had struggled with a 
difficult decision, when I had painfully sought discernment and yet 
looking back had still acted in error. The answer may be simple, 
but for most of us, seeking discernment can still be complicated. 
 
COLLECT FRAMES THE CHALLENGE  
“bring into order our unruly wills ... 
give us the grace to love your commands ... 
and among the swift and varied changes of this world, 
fix our hearts on where true joys are to be found.” 
 
    Now some of us may be thinking, “I don’t have an unruly will, I 
have a very cooperative disposition”. Trust me on this one, as one 
with a cooperative demeanor, my ego is watching every moment 
with a “will-for-me-ness” attitude and a determination to take 
command. It is not about to give over control to my heart and soul 
without a fight.  
    But, it seems that our passage this morning from Jeremiah is 
saying that we truly can “fix our hearts on where true joys are 
to be found” ... that there truly is a path to gaining guidance and 
discernment. 
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JEREMIAH 31:31-34 
“I will make a New Covenant ... not like the covenant which I made 
with (your) fathers ... “ I will put my law within (you) and I will write it 
on the hearts ... No longer shall (you) teach one another, or say to 
each other, “Know the Lord”, for (you) shall all know me, from the 
least of (you) to the greatest ...” 
 
    Well that sounds simple enough ... but no one said simple was easy! 
Actually I believe there is a truth in this declaration of Jeremiah’s, 
particularly in the beginning of life. I can still remember, as a child, the first 
time I told a “conscious lie” and felt a subtle jolt of knowingness and 
awareness that this was wrong. And it wasn’t because I had been 
repeatedly told not to lie by my parents or that I even felt any real fear of 
punishment, but it was just a discomfort in knowing that something was not 
right in me.  
    However, as we grow older, we learn to cover up those inconvenient 
moments and in time those spiritual jolts and still small voices can get 
drowned out by life and neglect and just plain busyness. 
 
   Dr. Howard Thurman, the African American author and theologian 
wrote “The true purpose of all spiritual disciplines is to clear away 
whatever may block our awareness of that which is God in us” ... that 
knowingness of Jeremiah’s New Covenant.  
 
    With maturity, we hopefully begin to become aware that we have lost 
something, that we have become very proficient with working through our 
minds and our wills, but we are out of touch with our own hearts and souls. 
We have started to look out at the world from our own point of view - 
POINT OF VIEW - and therefore are now looking through our own personal 
keyhole rather than through the wider window that the divine allows. By 
using only one source of knowing and neglecting all the rest, we become 
aware that we have lost our connection with a sense of spiritual presence. 
And this is also exactly the reality expressed by the psalmist. 
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PSALM 51:1-13 



The psalmist writes “Thou desirest truth in the inward being” 
... our deepest self. 

• So “wash me” ...”cleanse me” ... “purge me” ... “restore 
me” - in Thurman’s words, clear away what is blocking me. 

• So you can “teach me wisdom in my secret heart “ and 
“put a right spirit within me”. We sometimes say the 
words from this psalm so often that we lose the power and 
potency of their meaning.  

• But the most curious line for me in the psalm is in verse 4 ... 
Because “against thee, thee only, have I sinned and 
done that which is evil in thy sight” 

    Ironic isn’t it, we may hurt, neglect, betray and in infinite ways 
do great harm to other people ... but we sin only against God 
because we have failed to listen to the guidance of our own 
hearts and our own souls. We have lose our connection to The 
New Covenant that God has given us. We connect to the divine, 
not from our heads but through our souls and that is why a daily 
spiritual discipline is so important. It reminds us to keep that 
connection alive at a conscious level so we are open to receiving 
guidance in our day to day lives. It allows life to flow with an 
element of grace and grounding as life goes on in ordinary times.  
 
    However, as the passage from our gospel reflects, that practice 
of connection really becomes our lifeline when challenges strike: 
when your doctor says “I’m afraid that tumor is malignant or when 
that person who has been our anchor and lode star is gone or in 
fact any time life seems to stop dead in its track for whatever the 
reason. 
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John 12:20-33 



   Episcopal priest, Cynthia Bourgeault, writes in her book 
The Wisdom Jesus. “Jesus teaches his disciples through his 
lifestyle, a kind of seminary of life.”  
And Fr. Richard Rohr amplified her words this way, “Jesus 
walked the journey of faith just as you and I do. That’s the 
compelling message of the various dramas where Jesus 
needed faith. We like to imagine that Jesus did not doubt or 
even question his Father’s love. The much greater message 
is that in his humanity, he did flinch, did ask questions, did 
even doubt - and still remained faithful.” 
 
    The drama told in this morning’s passage in John is just such 
an example of that “seminary of life”. For the Phillip and 
Andrew, life seems to still be on ordinary time and their biggest 
concern is wondering how Jesus will respond to meeting with a 
group of Greeks. They find Jesus however struggling with a much 
more existential question, or actually two questions.  
     First, out of his own humanity, Jesus is facing his own crisis 
and out of his own spiritual awareness of what is to come. The 
text makes it clear that this was not a simple fate to accept, even 
for Jesus.  
 “Now is my soul troubled. And what shall I say, Father, save 
me from this hour? No, for this purpose I have come to this 
hour.” And we also know that Jesus will have to revisit this same 
question in the Garden on the evening of his arrest. As always, 
the answer may be simple but the choice is not. 
    But out of Jesus divinity, his second crisis is how he is going to 
help his followers understand what is going to happen to him and 
why it is essential that he follow this path and perhaps just as 
important, why they must see it as a decision of grace and not of 
defeat.  
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  “ Unless a grain of wheat falls into the earth and dies, it 
remains alone, but if it dies, it bears much fruit.” 



    The truth is that no one, even Jesus, wishes to have their lives 
broken open. Most of us would like to savor the good times and 
avoid the pain. But all of us with any age or maturity know that life 
gives us both. The challenge is how we move through it. We will 
need the spiritual muscle gained from those daily spiritual 
disciplines. We will need those moments of divine presence to 
keep us in touch with our wholeness and humanity. And we will 
need to hold on to the hope that the breaking open will also bring 
us to a new place with a wider vision and deeper understanding of 
our true selves … the hope that we will be changed just as the 
Hebrew passage tells us that Jesus was changed. 
 

Hebrews 5:5-10 
“In the days of his flesh, Jesus offered up prayers and 
supplications, with loud cries and tears” ... (but) “he learned 
obedience through what he suffered” (and) “became the 
source of eternal salvation”, “a high priest after the order of 
Melchiz’edek”.  
   Hebrews tells us that Jesus becomes the Christ, a high priest, 
not by virtue of title or linage out of the tribe of Aaron, but by virtue 
of his holiness. We may not be transformed as Christ, but out of 
life crisis, we can hope to become closer to our true selves as our 
souls call us to be and as God intended us to become. That step 
alone would bring us closer to what our opening collect describes 
as “where true joys are to be found”. 
 
    With that thought in mind, I will close with a quote from our own 
Presiding Bishop Michael Curry from his recent book Love is the 
Way: Holding on to Hope in Troubling Times:   
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 “There is a Jewish Proverb ‘Before every person there 
marches an angel proclaiming, Behold the image of God’. 
Unselfish, sacrificial Living isn’t about ignoring or denying or 



destroying yourself. It’s about discovering your true self - the 
self that looks like God - and living life from that grounding.” 
Oh, that we all might see ourselves that way, as truly the children 
of God. Oh God, is it really that simple! 
 

Closing Prayer: A PLEA FOR DIVINE PRESENCE 
... Some of us come to you with triumph over tragedy. Others 
of us come with enduring pain suffered from defeat in an 
inescapable battle of life. Some of us feel like going on and 
others of us feel like giving up. But to you we come just as 
we are. We come to commune with you: 
We all come to be corrected and comforted by you. 
We come counting our lost, 
We come confronting our crisis. 
Great God Almighty  
Caress us with the cradle of compassion, 
Consecrate us with outrageous convictions. 
Great Physician Powerful: 
Practice the perfection of healing upon those who are 
physically, emotionally, or spiritually sick. This is our humble 
plea, we present in the name of Jesus Christ, our priceless 
priest. Amen.  
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